
RED HILL MULTIGENERATIONAL 
HOUSE
Snapshot 
 
Year built: 2014
How built (private, government): Private
Zone: RZ2
Block area: 752m²
Floor area: 426m ²
Plot ratio: 56.6%
Density (number of dwelling units per sqm): 1/250m²
Building design (diversity, scale, height, materials, 
accessibility, entry): 3-storey (2-storey plus basement); 
rendered cladding; 3 potential dwellings integrated into one 
residence, each with parking
Site planning (people access, cars, open space, setbacks, 
landscaping): Separate landscaped terrace per dwelling; at 
least 1 parking space per dwelling.
Social impact (engagement, neighbours): Each dwelling has 
direct internal access to other dwellings in the development, 
allowing residents to interact.
Ecological impact (energy, water): Recycled material from 
demolition of existing residence; thermal mass; passive solar 
design principles (minimal mechanical heating/cooling)
Approval issues (rules): 3-storey in RZ2; plot ratio (basement 
carparking not counted as GFA at time of DA)

Features
The brief for this project asked for a single dwelling house 
that allowed for a flexible design allowing the occupants to 
“age in place”. The design uses three separate interlocking 
modules that can be used independently or as a whole 
dwelling, depending on the needs of the owner. Each module 
has its own kitchen, bathroom, and laundry, as well at least 
one living/dining space and bedroom each. Each module is 
linked with the other via either doors or stairs, allowing the 
owners to open or close sections of the house as needed. 
Each module also has access to its own landscaped 
courtyard or terrace. All modules face north, and have their 

own car parking space. A lift shaft is also included in the 
design allowing for easier movement through each level 

as the owners age. A 3-storey spine wall forms the core 
of the design, which is constructed using bricks recycled 
from the existing dwelling on the site, giving the modules 
fire separation. The spine wall also improves the thermal 
performance of the design, reducing heating and cooling 
costs for the owner.

As the site is zoned RZ2, only 2-storey development is 
allowed. However, the basement is not included in this rule, 
and the basement in this design allows the owner to modify 
this area to become a separate dwelling in future. This project 
has been included in this collection of exemplar housing in 
Canberra because it is a good example of a flexible design 
that allows the owners to downsize as they age. As the owner 
downsizes, they can choose to lease the other two modules 
to the general public. This concept could be replicated on 
other similar sites around Canberra.



This project is a good example of a flexible design that 
allows the owners to downsize as they age.“
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